ENJOY A NAP FOR CAREFREE CONVENIENCE – THE VERSATILE OUTWELL DRIVE-AWAY AWNING FOR
TOURING
Motorhome owners trying to reconnect their
vehicle to a drive-away awning after a day out
will appreciate it’s not always an easy task to
align the rail and beading. Well, Outwell has
solved the problem with the new Milestone
Nap.
The award-winning Scandinavian brand’s latest
drive-away as more ‘drive-to’ for it features
identical doors front and back, each with a deep
side canopy that has roll-out sides for fast and
neat closure against a vehicle. Just drive up
close to the eye-brow pole for instant vehicle placement.
In fact, the Milestone Nap drive-away awning can be opened on three sides for flexible outdoor
living and maximum ventilation for it also has a roll-up side door that turns into a sun shade using
the supplied poles. Opposite this door sits another key feature with special appeal to those with
smaller units, like campervans. The Milestone Nap provides a five-berth bedroom extension with
Night Sky Ceiling for a great sleep experience − or it can be used as extra hidden storage when
needed.
The Milestone Nap (pictured right) is just one of five driveaway awnings in the Outwell Cruising Collection that provide
standard and tall fit options. Cruising drive-aways pitch quickly
using Duratec fibreglass poles and the Outwell Easy Pegging
System. All enjoy the protection of Outtex 3000 polyester with
a 3,000mm hydrostatic head, with performance enhanced by
the Force 8 storm-beating Outwell Wind Stabilizer System.
Large tinted windows protect from UV light and the sun’s
glare while maintaining great views out and privacy, tailored to suit needs by toggle-up curtains.
Milestone, Milestone Pro (pictured left) and Milestone Pro Tall
models connect using the Link Access Zone System to ensure
optimum performance, with standard models having an
attachment height of 180cm-205cm and the Tall option
increasing this to 240cm-290cm. However, the Milestone Pace
shares the Nap’s connectionless versatility, making it perfect for
multiple applications ranging from camping to outdoor
activities to events.
All Cruising models except the Milestone Nap, have the option of an inner tent for storage or
bedroom use. Other options throughout include flat woven carpets and footprints.
The ever-popular Outwell Touring Collection of sturdy steel poled drive-away awnings continue to
provide superlative quality and chic looks with outstanding Outwell innovative features that stand
out from the crowd. These upmarket awnings ensure stability and safety using of Outtex 4000 Select
polyester outer and the unique Outwell Wind Stabilizer System proven using the Outwell test rigs to

resist Force 9 winds. The addition of the Easy
Pegging System cements performance and easy
pitching credentials.
The Touring Collection comprises the Scenic
Road 200; Scenic Road 250; Scenic Road 250
Tall; and Scenic Road 300 (pictured right). All
these tunnel-style awnings are 340cm wide and
the name number refers to its depth in
centimetres.
Connection is made using the unique Outwell
Link Access Zone System that closes the connecting gap between vehicle and an awning while
allowing external access via side doors. The front wall can be opened completely by a four-slider zip
for extra flexibility by opening the doors/front panel fully to create a veranda-style aspect with
insect mesh screen. The fully detachable rear opening with four zips sliders offers flexibility and easy
access to vehicles.
Large tinted windows with zip-close curtains are supplied throughout to tailor privacy and provide
UV-protection while maintaining great views out. And the Outwell Sealed Ground System in the
living area provides maximum protection from draughts and bugs.
Options include an inner for storage or two-person bedroom (except Scenic Road 200). Footprints
and fleece carpets provide extra underfoot comfort and protection.
The Touring Collection also includes three sizes of
Touring Canopy (L pictured left) that quickly attach
to the vehicle and held up by a front hoop to
provide a stable shelter that’s perfect for short
stops, event use or an overnight stay.
For further information, including prices, and to
find your nearest dealer visit outwell.com
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Brand website outwell.com
RRPs: Scenic Road 200 £524.99; Scenic Road 250 £564.99; Scenic Road 250 Tall £599.99; Scenic Road
300 £619.99; Milestone £344.99; Milestone Pro £435.99; Milestone Pro Tall £459.99; Milestone Pace
£374.99; Milestone Nap £524.99; Touring Canopy M £199.99; Touring Canopy L £235.99; Touring
Canopy XL £261.99
Attachment height: Standard 180cm-205cm; Tall 240cm-290cm

Features include:
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System – this directly attaches outer, pole and guyline to create superb
strength and stability in high winds. Touring and Cruising awnings have been tested to withstand a
minimum of a Force 9 and Force 8 winds on the Beaufort Scale respectively.
Outwell Easy Pegging System – this is the proven way to ensure the right pegs are used for the right
job. Simple, but highly effective, three types of pegs are used to anchor specific areas of the awning.
Tinted Windows – provide protection from the sun and add to privacy while maintaining views out.
Link Access Zone System − Extra weather protection is provided by the D-shaped side doors of the
Easy Access System that open onto the space created between the vehicle and awning, providing an
access area to keep water and mud out of the living areas. The Outwell Link Access Zone System
provides a valance to close the gap (80cm-90cm) between the vehicle and the ground and works
with the awning’s groundsheet to keep the access area dry and draught-free. Magnetic connection
now provides an even tighter seal.
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